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atoms teacher notes and answers chapter 4 section 1 short answer 1. in order for an electron to be ejected
from a metal surface, the electron must be struck by a single photon with at least the minimum energy needed
to knock the electron loose. 2. the ground state is the lowest energy state of the atom. when the atom absorbs
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resources section 2 the quantum model of the atom the heisenberg uncertainty principle chapter 4
arrangement of electrons in atoms - chapter 4 arrangement of electrons in atoms section 1 the
development of a new atomic model objectives 1. explain the mathematical relationship among the speed,
wavelength, and frequency of electromagnetic radiation. 2. discuss the dual wave-particle nature of light. 3.
discuss the significance of the photoelectric effect and the line-emission spectrum of hydrogen to the
development of the ... chapter 4 - arrangement of electrons in atoms - chapter 4 - arrangement of
electrons in atoms the “puzzle” of the nucleus: • protons and electrons are attracted to each other because of
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arrangement. chapter 4 arrangement of electrons - house2741 - chapter 4 - arrangement of electrons in
atoms in the previous chapter, basic atomic structure was introduced and nuclear chemistry was reviewed. in
this chapter, we will study how electrons are chapter 4 review arrangement of electrons in atoms chapter 4 review arrangement of electrons in atoms section 3 short answer answer the following questions in
the space provided. 1. state the pauli exclusion principle, and use it to explain why electrons in the same
orbital must have opposite spin states. _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ 2. explain the conditions under which the
following orbital notation for helium is possible: s 2s 1 ... chapter 4 review arrangement of electrons in
atoms answer key - chapter 4: arrangement of electrons in atoms the following pages contain the bulk (but
not all) of the information for the chapter 4 test. focus on this content, but make sure to review class notes, 4
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section 1 short answer answer the following questions in the space provided. 1. in what way does the
photoelectric effect support the particle theory of light?
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